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Abstract

The possibility of metal reduction during the charging of secondary lithium batteries with Li MO cathodes isx 2

investigated. Loss of active material due to metal reduction can be one of the causes of capacity decay in these batteries after
repeated charging. First principles methods are used to calculate the metal reduction potentials in layered Li MOx 2

compounds where M 5 Ti, V, Mn, Fe, Co or Ni. It is found that, for several of these compositions, the metal ions may
preferably reduce before the lithium ion during charging.  1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction forth between an anode, where Li resides at high
chemical potential, and a cathode where the Li

The growing desire for portable electronic devices chemical potential is low, Fig. 1. The active com-
and rechargeable power sources has fueled a strong ponent of a cathode is typically a lithium-metal
interest in lithium batteries and the scientific and oxide. These compounds can store a substantial
technological problems associated with them. The amount of Li (on the cathode side) during the
advantages of the Li battery concept over current discharge cycle of the battery and release it again
battery technologies are numerous: High gravimetric upon charging. The Li is stored by ionic insertion
and volumetric energy density, high single-cell volt- into the crystal structure of the host material. The
age, no memory effect, and the potential to be capacity of the battery depends directly on this
fabricated out of all nontoxic materials. However, amount of Li that can be inserted and removed
practical developments are limited by concerns over reversibly from the lithium-metal oxide. Because Li
safety and long-term reliability [1]. Li batteries tend resides at very low chemical potential in these
to lose a significant fraction of their capacity after oxides, high single cell voltages can be obtained with
repeated charging and discharging. lithium-metal oxide cathodes. A material such as

1In a lithium battery, Li ions are shuttled back and Li CoO intercalates Li around 4V against a metallicx 2

Li anode [2].
* Most current battery designs suffer from either aCorresponding author. Tel.: 11 617 253 1581; fax: 11 617

258 6534; e-mail: gerd@lanai.mit.edu low capacity or a reduction of capacity as the battery
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Fig. 1. Schematics of a rechargeable lithium battery.

is repeatedly charged and discharged. A complete reduced from Li MO is below the reduction po-x 2

picture of all the mechanisms that contribute to tential for lithium (which is the potential at or above
battery degradation for secondary lithium batteries which the battery has to be charged).
does not yet exist, but obvious problems such as Using first-principles computations, to determine
electrolyte breakdown have been clearly identified the relevant reaction energies, we find that in many
[3]. Battery degradation may also be associated with cases it is thermodynamically favorable to extract the
the metal oxide on the cathode side. The stability of metal from the Li MO compounds and deposit it onx 2

the lithium-metal oxides in the demanding battery the anode, rather than the Li ions. Although kinetic
environment is highly questionable, and much of the limitations may prevent this in many battery designs,
technology may rely on the kinetic limitations for these results point at a clear inherent thermodynamic
converting metastable phases into stable compounds. instability of current lithium-metal oxide electrode
For example, many Li MO compounds (where M is materials.x 2

a 3d-transition metal) become highly oxidizing as Li
is removed, and it is likely that under ideal equilib-
rium conditions these materials would lose oxygen 2. Methodology
[4]. In addition, in some lithium-metal oxides, phase
transitions occur when Li ions are removed or First-principles methods are finding considerable
inserted [5–10]. The accompanying volume changes applications in the battery materials field [12–18].
can lead to mechanical failure of the cathode par- Recently, we developed a method to predict the
ticles [11]. average potential at which Li intercalates into a

In this paper we investigate one particular in- given metal oxide, and used it to systematically
stability, namely, the possible reduction of the metal study the factors that influence the intercalation
ion instead of the lithium ion upon charging of the voltage [12–14]. As our method is based on first-
battery. In the charging cycle of the battery, the principles quantum mechanical techniques, it does
cathode is at positive potential with respect to the not require any experimentally measured input data.
anode. In principle, a high enough potential will It can therefore be used to study novel or hypotheti-
ultimately reduce all cations by driving them to the cal materials, or difficult to investigate reactions.
anode. Our objective is to investigate whether the The open-cell voltage (OCV) of a Li battery is
equilibrium potential at which the transition metal is directly proportional to the chemical potential differ-
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ence for Li in the anode and in the cathode (with (2) shows how by computing the energy of two
composition Li MO ), compounds and metallic Li, we can obtain thex 2

average Li-intercalation potential for a system. To
Cathode Anode

m (x) 2 m compute the energy of the compounds in Eq. (3) weLi Li
]]]]]]V(x) 5 2 (1)zF use the first-principles pseudopotential method [25–

27] which has been found to be highly reliable forwhere F is the Faraday constant and z is the charge
oxides [28–32]. From the reaction energy the aver-associated with Li displacement from the electrode
age OCV is obtained. The advantage of this pro-(for Li, z51). The open cell voltage is often
cedure is that no experimental input is required. It iserroneously related to the difference in work func-
thus possible to determine quickly the average OCVtions between the anode and cathode [19,20]. This is
for new compounds, or existing compounds in other1incorrect as it neglects the contribution of the Li
structures. Recently we used this approach to investi-ion in the electrochemical reaction [21]. Since the
gate how structure and composition independentlychemical potential in the lithium-metal oxide on the
affect the potential at which Li intercalates [12].cathode depends on the amount of Li already pres-

The same approach can be used to estimate theent, the open-cell voltage varies as a function of the
voltage at which the M ions would be extracted fromdepth of the charge or discharge. Although the
the cathode. Metal extraction and reduction may beCathodemethodology for computing m (x) existsLi given by the general reaction:[16,22–24], its calculation is time consuming; so

rather than calculate the OCV as a function of x we LiMO (cathode) →2
determine the average OCV over a full charge / xM(anode) 1 hLi, (1 2 x)M, 2Oj(cathode). (4)
discharge cycle. By simply integrating Eq. (1)
between compositions MO and LiMO one obtains hLi, (12x)M, 2Oj could be any product (single or2 2

the standard Nernst equation for the average OCV multiphase) with the correct composition. It is dif-
[12]: ficult to estimate the products of such reactions, but

any reasonable product can serve to provide an upper
2 DG] r bound for the reduction potential of the M ions. The]]V5 (2)F average reduction potential for the metal M can

again be obtained by applying the Nernst equation towhere DG is the Gibbs free energy for the reaction:r
reaction (4):

MO (cathode) 1 Li(anode) → LiMO (cathode). (3)2 2
G 1 xG 2 GhLi,(12x)M,20j M LiMO2reduction ]]]]]]]]]V 5 . (5)Although full deintercalation to composition MO is M2 xzF

not realistic for all choices of the metal M, the
The most stable hLi, (12x)M, 2Oj product willaverage OCV determined this way is still a good
result in the lowest reaction free energy and thereforeindication for the Li-intercalation potential. As Eq.
give the lowest reduction potential. Any other prod-(3) indicates, we chose the anode chemical potential
uct (real or hypothetical) will give an upper boundas that of Li metal in the BCC structure. This choice
for the thermodynamic equilibrium potential. In thisis not important since another anode (e.g. lithium
paper we will calculate the reaction energy for threedissolved in graphite) would only shift the average
hypothetical solid state reactions which include metalvoltages by a constant amount. Volume effects and
reduction.entropic effects are minimal in the intercalation

reaction, Eq. (3), so that the change in Gibbs free LiMO → M 1 LiO , (6a)2 2
energy can be approximated by the change in
internal energy (DE ) at 0 K. The term PDV is of the 1 1 3r r ] ] ]LiMO → M 1 Li O 1 MO , (6b)2 2 225 4 2 4order 10 eV whereas DE is of the order of 3 to 4r

eV per molecule. The term TDS is of the order of the 1 1 1r ] ] ]LiMO → M 1 Li O 1 MO . (6c)2 2 2 22 2 2thermal energy, k T, which is about 0.025 eV atB

room temperature and much smaller than DE . Eq. Whereas reactions (6b) and (6c) contain knownr
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lithium oxides, reaction (6a) contains the hypotheti- 3. Results and discussion
cal LiO compound which is derived by removing2

the M ions topotactically from LiMO in the a- Fig. 2 shows the calculated reduction potential for2

NaFeO structure. Because the charge transfer asso- the metal and lithium ion in various LiMO com-2 2

ciated with the metal reduction is unknown, we will pounds for z51, 2 and 3. Note that for almost all
present the results for different values of z (z51, 2 metals, Eq. (6c) is favored thermodynamically, ex-
and 3) in Eq. (5). cept for Ti, where the formation of Li O is more2

The total energy of all compounds in this study likely as a reduction product. For z51, Fig. 2(a), the
was calculated with the pseudopotential method as average reduction potential for all metals (except Ni)
implemented in the VASP program [26,27,33] with and all possible reaction products considered, are
exchange and correlation in the Local Density Ap- above the average lithium reduction potential, in-
proximation. In this method only the valence elec- dicating that the metals may be stable against
trons are taken into consideration and the effect of reduction. For z52, Fig. 2(b), the reduction po-
nucleus and core electrons are represented by the tentials of the late transition metals fall below that of
pseudopotential. The wave functions of the valence the lithium reduction curve. The lithium oxides of
electrons are expanded in plane waves. VASP uses Mn, Fe, Co and Ni are thermodynamically less stable
ultrasoft pseudopotentials which allow the use of to metal reduction than Ti and V. This effect is more
moderately low energy cutoffs for the expansion of pronounced for the more stable reaction products,
the plane waves. In this study, the energy cutoff for Eq. (6b) and Eq. (6c). In Fig. 2(c) (z53) it can be
plane waves was set to 600 eV. The reciprocal space seen that, for the most stable reaction products, the
sampling was done with 116 k-points for the oxides metal reduction potentials are always below the
and 256 k-points for the metals in the irreducible lithium reduction potentials. However, such a high
Brillouin zone. valence state of the metal ions in organic electrolytes

We used the a-NaFeO structure (space group may be unlikely. Although reaction (6a) gives the2
¯R3m) for all LiMO and MO compounds, the FCC least stable products on the cathode and therefore the2 2

structure for the reduced metals Ti, Co and Ni, and highest reduction potential, it may be the easiest
the BCC structure for V, Mn and Fe. Li O adapts an reaction to achieve. Both reactions (6b) and (6c)2

¯antifluoride cubic structure (space group Fm3m) and require major rearrangement of Li and O ions.
¯Li O has an hexagonal structure (space group P6). Reaction (6a), however, only requires the topotactic2 2

For the hypothetical LiO compound we topotacti- removal of the M-ions from the a-NaFeO structure.2 2

cally removed the M ion from the LiMO compound Although this is unlikely to happen throughout the2

in the a-NaFeO structure. All the degrees of bulk of the material, due to the very low diffusivity2

freedom in the structures were relaxed to find the of the M cations, it may occur rapidly near the
minimal energy. The calculated lattice parameters for surface of the particles, once the critical charging
the experimentally observed structures are 3–4% potential is reached.
smaller than the experimental values as expected in While the results indicate that M reduction upon
LDA calculations. In some cases the structures we charging is possible, other potential degradation
used are not the equilibrium phase of the material, mechanism can be identified by combining Eqs. (3)
but structural differences generally affect the volt- and (6). Of particular interest are corrosion reactions
ages by less than half a volt [12,13,15]. For example, which require no external current flow. The above
the voltage of LiCoO in a-NaFeO and g-LiFeO results show that, for some choices of metal M, that2 2 2

structures differ by 0.49 eV [12] and the voltage of the metal reduction potential is lower than the
LiMnO in a-NaFeO and spinel structures differ lithium potential. One can, then, envisage a reaction2 2

only by 0.09 eV [13]. The change in total energy for in a charged battery in which lithium ions sponta-
the metallic elements is even less than the values neously move from the anode into the cathode
given above [34,35]. Given that we only want to (lithium oxidation), meanwhile compensated by an
obtain qualitative information these assumptions opposite flow of metal ions (metal reduction). Clear-
seem therefore justified. ly, Fig. 2 indicates that there is a net driving force
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Fig. 2. Lithium and metal reduction potentials in LiMO compounds using the reduction reactions in Eqs. (6a)–(6c). Metal reduction2

potentials are given for (a) 11, (b) 21 and (c) 31 valence state of the metal.
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1for this reaction to take place. This would lead to a below that for Li ions. However, the biggest barrier
spontaneous self-discharge of the battery accom- to metal reduction is more likely the limited solu-
panied by loss of capacity. bility of the higher valent metals in the electrolyte. If

The approximations we made in the above calcula- the ions can not dissolve in the electrolyte they
tions are in most aspects conservative towards metal cannot reach the anode, effectively blocking the
reduction. The somewhat arbitrary choice of reaction reduction reaction of Eq. (4). As the reactions of Eq.
products in Eq. (6) leads to an overestimate of the (6) only involve products on the anode and cathode,
reduction potential. In reality, reduction may there- our results are independent of the electrolyte. The
fore occur at an even lower potential. In particular, if rate at which they occur will, however, definitely
the formation of O gas is allowed, it is likely that depend on the choice of electrolyte. The possibility2

lower energy reaction products can be obtained. of a redox reaction between the cathode and elec-
Another approximation comes from the fact that trolyte should also not be excluded as a source of

we computed the average potential over the full battery degradation. Our results only point at one
reduction cycle, i.e. the average potential in going possible degradation mechanism.
from LiMO to MO (for lithium reduction) or to2 2

hLi, (12x)M, 2Oj (for M reduction). When starting
from the LiMO stoichiometry both the lithium and 4. Conclusion2

metal reduction potential will be below the average
value for the full displacement cycle. As charging First-principles comparisons of the metal reduction
occurs, Li is removed and its reduction potential and lithium reduction voltages in layered LiMO2

increases. As long as no metal ions are removed the compounds point at an intrinsic instability of these
metal reduction potential will stay below its average materials towards reduction of the metal ion. We find
value. The strongest driving force for metal reduc- that for M5Mn, Fe, Co and Ni the metal ion is
tion will therefore occur at the end of charge when thermodynamically unstable against reduction during
the voltage required for lithium reduction potential is all or part of the charge cycle. This may be a
highest. Even when the average metal reduction significant contribution to the observed capacity loss
potential is higher than the average lithium reduction of cells constructed with these high energy-density
potential, it is, therefore, still possible to have metal electrodes. Moreover, we predict that a charged
reduction at the end of the charging cycle. battery can self-discharge by an ion exchange mech-

Recently Amutucci et al. [36] presented evidence anism. The results also point at an important sec-
for metal reduction in LiCoO cells. After charging a ondary role for the electrolyte. An electrolyte should2

cell up to 4.5 volts they found significant amounts of have very low solubility for these metal ions, as
Co deposited on the anode. In addition, the amount blocking metal diffusion in the electrolyte may be
of Co at the anode was found to be directly propor- the only way of effectively preventing the capacity
tional to the capacity loss in the cell indicating that loss due to metal reduction. Solid polymer elec-
metal reduction is an important failure mechanism in trolytes may in this respect have an advantage over
LiCoO cells. The results of our calculations cor- liquid electrolytes.2

roborate this failure mode of LiCoO cathodes. Early transition metal oxides Ti and V are less2

Similar evidence for Mn deposits at the anode of prone to metal reduction during charging, at least for
cells with LiMn O cathodes has also been found the reduction products we have investigated. Ti2 4

[37,38] and related to the capacity loss observed in containing cathode materials, in this respect, can be
this system [38]. good candidates for secondary lithium batteries.

Our calculations indicate which ion is thermo-
dynamically favored to be reduced first upon charg-
ing. The rate at which this reduction occurs will Acknowledgements
depend strongly on the kinetic factors that control it.
The diffusivity of the metal ions in the intercalation Funding from Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd. and the
oxides is likely to be several orders of magnitude INEEL University Research Consortium is acknowl-
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